
Join us for a 1 hour virtual event to learn about the study of languages in UL!
During this session, you will hear from current students, course directors and
lecturers who will explain the supports on offer for students studying languages in
UL as well as the excellent opportunities available to graduates.
We are delighted to offer this to all prospective students particularly 6th
year/mature/QQI students. Learn how the study of a language (or multiple
languages) offers countless opportunities. There will also be a chance to ask
questions.
Guidance counsellors/Prospective Students can register here
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24th March 6pm
Why NOW is a great time to study a language
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https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JLmEALQ6FkGSUZk59pXlTC1xoK1sfKNPhVNpYoAoEwNUMUdGUTNPQzNIMFVCREdBTzhSSTA3TjlLSS4u&wdLOR=c06E489C4-7D8F-447C-8A65-E6EDEABD5D42


31st March
LM002 Bachelor of Arts Taster

The Faculty of Arts, Humanities & Social (AHSS) is offering an opportunity for 6th
year/mature/QQI students to sit in on online classes from LM002 Bachelor of Arts
giving them a chance to explore subjects they are interested in. This will be a
virtual event and you can attend either in the afternoon or morning. There will also
be a live Q&A.

REGISTER HERE

21st April
TY Taster Day

LM002 - Bachelor of Arts
LM020 - Bachelor of Arts in Law and Accounting
LM026 - Bachelor of Arts in Performing Arts
LM028 - Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice
LM029 - Bachelor of Laws (Law Plus)
LM038 - Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Sociology
LM039 - Bachelor of Arts in Journalism and Digital Communication
LM040 - Bachelor of Arts in European Studies
LM044 - Bachelor of Arts in Applied Languages
LM019 - BSc. Social Sciences (New Course 2021)

The Faculty of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences (AHSS) would like to invite
Transition Year students for a virtual taster of the courses and subjects our faculty
offers.

Guidance counsellors/TY Coordinators/ Individual Students can REGISTER HERE

*Registration Deadline Wednesday 14th April. No limitation on numbers per school.
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https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JLmEALQ6FkGSUZk59pXlTC1xoK1sfKNPhVNpYoAoEwNUNlU2NllFTkI3UFRDR1dOMzhWTktMOElLMy4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JLmEALQ6FkGSUZk59pXlTC1xoK1sfKNPhVNpYoAoEwNUNEdGOUg4OFNWUDY1VDlBR1AyMDlSQlczTi4u
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The Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick, presents a special
virtual experience of music, song and dance, performed at University Concert Hall, for St
Patrick’s Day. This unique concert will see performers from all over the world coming
together, including very special guest, Grammy-award winner Rhiannon Giddens.
The Virtual St. Patrick’s Day Fling will also feature the spectacular Fidget Feet Aerial
Dance Theatre who will premiere an innovative triple aerial hoop system with their new
show, ‘A Handful of Dreams’. Internationally renowned aerialists Aisling Ní Cheallaigh,
Jenny Tufts, and Dr Jennifer de Brún will perform, together with talented students from
the Academy’s BA in Irish Music, BA in World Music, BA in Irish Dance, BA in
Contemporary Dance, MA in Classical String Performance and MA Irish Traditional Dance
Performance.
This special event is a partnership between UL Global, Irish World Academy of Music and
Dance, University Concert Hall and Limerick Culture and Arts Office, Limerick City and
County Council.

This free concert will be available in multiple time zones on March 17th.

Ireland Concert 3pm (Irish Time Zone)                            Join the Concert  

St Patrick's Day

The Irish World Academy of Music and Dance presents the
Virtual St. Patrick’s Day Fling featuring special guest Grammy-
Award winner Rhiannon Giddens

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzcbUrkmaLM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzcbUrkmaLM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzcbUrkmaLM&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/IzcbUrkmaLM


New programme
BSc/MSc in Immersive Software Engineering - LM173 (intake 2022)
University of Limerick teams up with tech leaders to redefine
computer science education

University of Limerick has teamed up with a host of leading international technology companies
to redefine computer science education.
UL announced a new integrated undergraduate and Masters degree in partnership with over a
dozen leading tech companies from Ireland and around the world, including Analog Devices,
Stripe, Zalando, Intercom, Shopify, Manna Aero, and many more.
The Immersive Software Engineering (ISE) programme at UL will seek to meet increased global
demand for developer talent with the internet economy rapidly growing.
ISE will bring the concept of ‘residencies’, which are more common to medical degrees, and use
them as a key feature for the first time in computer science education. Just as trainee doctors
apply skills that they have studied in a classroom to the real world, so will ISE students, and
they’ll be doing it inside some of the world’s most exciting tech companies.
University of Limerick President, Professor Kerstin Mey said: “This partnership is an incredibly
exciting one for the University. UL has always been a dynamic and innovative university that
works with industry to help shape the graduates of tomorrow. The employability rate of UL
graduates is consistently the highest of any Irish higher education institutions and this will only
serve to increase that leading edge.
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https://www.software-engineering.ie/
https://www.software-engineering.ie/
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Software engineers and computer scientists can command high salaries straight out of
university, and there is significant demand for more of them, with over three quarters of
tech companies in Ireland saying the shortage of tech skills is losing them money.

John Collison, co-founder and President of Stripe, said: “Software engineers enjoy
incredible careers solving some of the world’s most important problems in the fastest
growing industries, yet we have nowhere near enough of them. Immersive Software
Engineering seeks to provide a great path for more secondary students - especially girls -
into technology.”
Vincent Roche, CEO of Analog Devices, Inc (ADI) said: “The global demand for developing
skilled software engineers driven by the connection of physical to cyber world and big
data processing is growing at an exponential rate. As we at ADI solve the most
challenging real-world problems in areas such as healthcare and industrial, we have an
increasing demand for these skillsets and see the need growing in coming years.
“We are delighted to work with UL to ensure students are getting real-world, hands-on
experience and are proud to collaborate with the University and great organisations such
as Stripe to help mould the next generation’s engineers.”
During the four years, ISE students will complete five paid residencies, each between
three and six months long. During residencies students will be a part of real, professional
teams solving problems like improving access to financial services around the world,
fighting the climate crisis, and building next generation instrumentation for healthcare.
ISE has also received support from Enterprise Ireland, IDA Ireland, and venture investors
Frontline Ventures - among many others.
ISE intends to attract Ireland’s elite young talent and will gather learnings from the
world’s best computer science programmes, with all classes held in a dedicated studio,
purpose-built for the course.
Students will work in small teams led by professors to advance important research and
build new ideas.
UL’s Professor Stephen Kinsella, co-director of the programme who worked directly with
industry representatives to bring the project to fruition, explained: “We want this course
to change the way Ireland’s highest performing students think about computer science
as a career option. We want to bring a more diverse audience to computer science. And
we want ISE graduates to be the premier computer science talent around the world. We’re
really excited to be able to work with so many great partners to bring this vision to life.”
Industry Partners
Analog Devices, Aer Lingus, Facebook, Fenergo, First Derivatives, Frontline, Intercom,
Manna Aero, MongoDB, Personio, Provizio, Shopify, Shutterstock, Soapbox Labs, Stripe,
VIOTAS, Watershed, Workday, Zalando
Other supporters
Enterprise Ireland, Frontline Ventures, IDA Ireland, University of Limerick Foundation
See https://www.software-engineering.ie for more.

https://www.software-engineering.ie/

